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Time and tide wait for none. More you think more you waste your precious time. Time is so precious
that you canâ€™t waste a single moment when you are thinking to perform something to organize. Donâ€™t
leave any job for tomorrow, do it now. Because nobody knows how when and where you breath
your last in this short span of life which is also more precious than time. To make your life
successful you have to work harder and harder and have to go anywhere in the world anytime. But
todayâ€™s world is full of cheating, fraud, kidnapping and robbery. In recent statistics in the United
States shows that about 4,000,000 incidents of violent crimes have been occurred in this year
throughout the country. Round the clock vigilance and security guards cannot prevent these
incidents. You are totally in secured when travelling alone or with family from one place to another
for your necessity. In this particular situation you have to need to avail such a car which can fulfill
your journey more secured. Armored cars or Bullet proof vehicles is the right choice to face the
problem.   

There are so many car distributers grown up like mushroom in the United States but Manhattan
Armor is the only famous car distributer that deals only Bullet Proof Vehicles and Armored cars.
Innumerable cars are displayed in their showroom located in the heart of Manhattansâ€™ automotive
district at 748, 11th avenue between West 52 West 53 Street. A few of them are like these: Armored
Suburban, Armored GL 550, armored Lexus, armored range rover, armored escalade and Porsche
cayenne.

Every car or vehicle is manufactured in regarding different philosophy some is only ordinary
bulletproof no new option is inherent in them but quiet a few cars like 2010 Range Rover not only a
bullet proof but also a highly sophisticated blast protected bullet proof armored vehicles which is
available in New York City. Some time criminals are planted hidden grenades on the road to blast
the cars of the diplomats. To combat this type of blasting incidents the manufacturer of 2010 Range
Rover used multi-ply rigid ballistic fragmentation material combined with up to six layers of oven
armor molded to form fit contours of floorboards and panels. Implementing latest technology floor of
the 2010 Range Rover also protected against the explosion of powerful grenades like Single
German DM 51 or US M-67 and a Standard 6 pound landmine.

In general conception it is impossible to believe that 80 cases of kidnapping is performing every day
in the United States but it is a fact according to the available latest report. Some kidnapping cases
going to be solved by negotiation and given demanded ransom but sometime water passed over the
heads, demanded ransom amount with no guarantee of life. Only bullet proof armoured cars can
rescue you from terrorist attack and kidnapping threats.

In defense sector armoured cars and armoured vehicles are generally used for the military.
Armoured cars are same like wheeled armoured vehicles lighter than other vehicle specially used in
the battle field for self defense of the occupants.
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Gary Smith - About Author:
To know more about a bullet proof vehicles and bullet proof vehicles, you can log in
http://abcrug.net.
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